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PERSPECTIVES Q&A: BERRY METAL

Business conditions are improving
While COVID-19 seriously impacted the automotive industry and then steel shortly after, business
conditions at Berry Metal are starting to improve, says David Werner*
1.
How are things going at BERRY
METAL? Is the steel industry keeping
you busy?
The first quarter of 2020 was extremely
busy prior to COVID-19. The virus impacted
the automotive market which in turn hit
the steel industry shortly after. We are now
seeing business conditions improve.

5.
Can you discuss any major steel
contracts you are currently working
on?
We are currently supplying chemical energy
packages, valve stands, ladle preheaters,
and material handling systems for a number
of new EAF projects.

2.
What is your view on the current
state of the global steel industry?
The global steel industry is plagued with
overcapacity. China’s capacity is at least
twice what it should be. This is impacting
the market in North America which is
compounding what is becoming an
overcapacity situation with new EAF mills
being commissioned and in process. The
European market is also being impacted
negatively by China. Provided there is a
balanced playing field, those that operate
cost effectively will survive.
3.
In which sector of the steel
industry does BERRY METAL mostly
conduct its business?
Berry Metal has been known for 70 years
as an integrated supplier focusing on BOF
and Blast Furnaces. After having spent
the past 25 years being an OEM supplier
manufacturing equipment behind the
scenes in the EAF sector, Berry Metal
has taken significant steps the past five
years moving away from the OEM market
to become a technology leader in the
EAF market. We also have solutions for
alternative iron, downstream caster and
rolling mills, and material handling systems
for lime, carbon, and other alloys.
4.Where in the world are you busiest
at present?
North America remains our busiest market
due to the expansion we are seeing with
new EAF mills coming online.

being touted as Industry 4.0 items that
simply do not provide a strong enough
payback. These are ‘nice to haves’ and
not necessity. The Industry 4.0 items that
add value and a clear payback are what
we are focused on. Within this vast area
Berry Metal is making an impact with
solutions such as real time, continuous
bath temperature measurement, lance
automation for the BOF, and other types of
cost saving efficiencies which are enhancing
operations.
8.
“…any hint of doubt when
it comes to predictions of climate
doom is evidence of greed, stupidity,
moral turpitude or psychological
derangement.” This is a quote from
Bret Stephens writing in The Wall
Street Journal. Do you sympathise with
his view?
No comment.

David Werner

6.
Where does BERRY METAL
stand on the aluminium versus steel
argument?
This has been an ongoing topic and
we are obviously pro-steel. Most of our
technology and equipment is focused
on steel production. However, some of
our technology does cross over into the
smelting arena where it provides some very
effective solutions there as well.
7.What are your views on Industry 4.0
and steelmaking and how, if at all, is
BERRY METAL using it?
Industry 4.0 is such a general term with
a huge scope. There are certainly critical
areas of steel making where access to data
and automation are absolutely critical and
needed. However, there are some things

9.
In your dealings with steel
producers, are you finding that they
are looking to companies like BERRY
METAL to offer them solutions in terms
of energy efficiency and sustainability?
If so, what can you offer them?
Energy efficiency is usually directly linked
to cost savings on significant inputs such
as raw materials, electricity, oxygen, or
natural gas. Our technology focuses on
reducing the volume and/or maximizing the
effectiveness of these energy requirements
to help reduce the overall costs of making
steel.
10. How quickly has the steel
industry responded to ‘green politics’
in terms of making the production
process more environmentally friendly
and are they succeeding or fighting a
losing battle?
I feel a significant portion of the steel
industry has made the environment a key
focus for quite some time. As an example,
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steel production today is a major recycler,
using scrap that would otherwise be sitting
in landfills.
11. Where does BERRY METAL lead
the field in terms of steel production
technology?
Berry Metal provides advanced furnace
technology in the areas of BOF, EAF,and
Blast Furnace. This technology is focused
on improved cooling, maximizing efficiency
of inputs, and reducing down time for
maintenance.
12. How do you view BERRY METAL’s
development over the short-tomedium term in relation to the global
steel industry?
Berry Metal has satellite offices around the
world including Western Europe, Eastern
Europe, China, Mexico, and Argentina.
We continue to look to distribute our
technology around the world.
13. China dominates global crude
steel production and is accountable
for almost half of global production.
How should the industry react to this
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situation?
This ties into a major problem in the steel
industry that was mentioned before. The
problem is China has steel making capacity
that is double what their own market
needs. This impacts not only the rest of the
world, but also hurts their own market as
well.
14. What is BERRY METAL’s
experience of the Chinese steel
industry?
Berry Metal has an office in China and we
are active in the Chinese steel industry. We
find it difficult to partner in China when it
comes to providing our best technology.
We aggressively patent and protect
our technology throughout the world.
China needs to understand and respect
technology that others own. Trust is always
a factor.
15. Where do you see most
innovation in terms of production
technologies – primary, secondary or
more downstream?
That is a good question. Depends on what
department you ask internally both at the

steel plant and at Berry Metal. I think there
are opportunities for Berry Metal to help in
all areas.
16. How optimistic are you for the
global steel industry going forward
and what challenges face global
producers in the short-to-medium
term?
I remain very excited about the global steel
industry. We have customers all over the
world and the common denominator is
that we all want to see the steel industry
succeed. I think there will always be
challenges facing steel producers in
particular with cost efficiencies and ongoing
environmental regulations.
17. What exhibitions and conferences
will BERRY METAL be attending over
the next six months?
Nothing is scheduled at the moment due to
COVID-19.
18. BERRY METAL is headquartered in
the USA, but what’s happening steelwise in the country?
We discussed the new EAF mills that are
coming online. This is the big topic at the
moment.
19. Apart from strong coffee, what
keeps you awake at night?
The COVID-19 virus has certainly had an
impact around the world. It is something
none of us have had to deal with before.
Right now what keeps me up is when
will we be able to get back to somewhat
normal business conditions in respect of
how we are able to communicate and work
more closely together.

Berry lime injection system

20. If you possessed a superpower,
how would you use it to improve the
globalsteel industry?
I would invent a vaccine for COVID-19. �
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